"Listening in Nature" Treasure Hunt

Take a walk around campus alone or with a friend and use this checklist. Just explore and check off what you find. No collecting. No need to find everything; just note what you do find. Take photos to share anything that catches your attention.

Count how many squirrels you see? _____  Chipmunks _____
List the different smells you experience.____________________________________
How many different birds did you see? _______ A robin redbreast? _________
Find a purple flower ______  a white flower ______
Find a pine cone______  an acorn ______
a tree with smooth bark_______  a tree with grooved bark_______
a white stone or pebble_______  a feather ______
an insect________  how many species of insects did you spy? _______
a birds nests_______  find moss _______
an animal hole/home in the ground or in a tree_______
an object in nature that is shiny or glossy _______
find a red/orange leaf _____
find pieces of trash (now throw them away) ______
Count how many evergreen trees you find _____

Decide which way is North (No phone apps! Unless you want to check yourself.)

What is the most interesting/surprising thing you found while “listening in nature”?  ________________________________

Send this sheet to Michelle Sayles at msayles@clarku.edu for a chance to be entered to win a great prize that will help you bring more air and sunshine to your life!

You can share photos of what you find with us on social media using the hashtags #ClarkLIN and #ClarkNEC

Name: _____________________________  Email: ___________________________